
The above position was advertised in the FORTH and http://ec.europa.eu/euraxess/ sites for 15 days. As a response to the call, four applications were submitted from Dr C. Esmaeili, Dr S. Martinez-Rodriguez, Dr A. Tsortos and Dr T. Devaux. The position calls for an experienced researcher with expertise in Biophysics, acoustic wave sensors (QCM and/or SAW-type) and ideally, structural biophysics. Dr Devaux has a B.Sc., M.Sc. and Ph.D. degree in acoustics with emphasis though on the engineering/physical characterization of devices and acoustic waves. Dr Martinez-Rodriguez has extensive experience on biosensors and device characterization, with emphasis on electrochemical rather than acoustic systems. Dr Esmaeili’s expertise lies on DNA and glucose biosensors but has no experience using acoustic devices. Dr Tsortos has a track record of several (16) publications and laboratory experience in using acoustic devices for the structural characterization of biomolecules. The evaluation committee decided unanimously to select Dr Tsortos for the position due to his excellent CV (32 publications in total, 1 granted patent), wide range of expertise in both theoretical and experimental acoustic biophysics and ability to conduct independent research.
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